
Flexible Gas Piping Follow Up Training Flyer 
 
Traditionally, black iron pipe has been the default choice for piping gas to furnaces and water heaters. 
Flexible gas line is an alternative method to piping gas through a home that offers some advantages over 
black iron pipe. Working in our industry it is important to have a basic understanding of terms and 
products used in flexible gas piping systems. This flyer will serve as a follow up to the first Flex Gas Pipe 
Training Flyer and cover some more specific installation tips.  
 
If you have not read the first flyer on flex gas piping you are encouraged to before reading this one.  
 
 

Bonding and Grounding: 
 

The most common problem with Flexible Gas Piping installation is Bonding and 
Grounding. Below are the definitions of Bonding & Grounding from Omega Flex but 
basically it is geared towards running electricity into the ground and not through the 
CSST in the event of a lightning strike.   
 
Grounding: The process of making an electrical connection to the general mass of the 
earth. This is most often accomplished with ground rods, ground mats or some other 
grounding system. Low resistance grounding is critical to the operation of lightning 
protection techniques.  
Bonding: The process of making an electrical connection between the grounding electrode and any equipment, 
appliance, or metal conductor: pipes, plumbing, flues, etc. Equipment bonding serves to protect people and equipment 
in the event of an electrical fault. 
 
From the Counter Strike Manual: “The CounterStrike® gas piping system shall be bonded in accordance with these 
instructions and the National Fuel Gas Code, NFPA 54/ANSI Z223. In the event of a conflict between these instructions 
and local codes, the local codes shall control.” Local codes also require bonding and grounding of Counterstrike. Even in 
cases CSST is used to join two black pipe systems. 
 

Bonding Tips: 
 
1. If possible, avoid running the bonding conductor a long distance through the building. The connection should be as 
short as possible. Gas meter should be near the electrical service if possible. If not, the bond can be connected at a point 
on the piping system near the electrical service.  
2. Lightning induced voltages seeking ground are subject to impedance; consider utilizing a multi-stranded bonding 
jumper for greater surface area, rather than solid wire. 
3. Do not attach grounding clamp to the stainless steel portion under any circumstances. 
 

Striker Plate and Strip Wound Hose Requirements: 
 

Striker Plates are made from stamped steel and specially hardened to resist penetration from screws and pneumatic nail 
guns. Striker plates should be installed in areas where the tubing will be concealed (behind a wall) and will not be free to 
move to avoid such puncture threats. 
 
1. At support points and points of penetration less than 2 inches away from any 

edge of a stud, joist, plate, etc. shielding is required at the area of support and 
within 5 inches of each side.  

 
 
 
 
 

Bonding Clamp 
& Bonding Wire 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/d7f245_bb0af4e80b7e421b8cbcd1a61e371f08.pdf
http://media.wix.com/ugd/d7f245_bb0af4e80b7e421b8cbcd1a61e371f08.pdf
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2. The strip wound hose, a metal conduit geared to go over the CSST shall be 

installed as additional protection at termination points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2” Rule: 
 

In Indiana we have what is called a 2” separation rule. A contractor must install CSST at least 2 inches away from other 
utilities – wiring, metal pipe, etc.  
 
 

Underground CSST: 
 

When piping is installed underground beneath buildings, codes require that the piping shall be encased in a conduit and 
be vented in accordance with the code. The conduit shall be designed to withstand the superimposed loads. NO 
FITTINGS OR COUPLINGS ARE PERMITTED BENEATH BUILDINGS. 
 
Typical underground installations for corrugated stainless steel tubing include, but 
are not limited to:  
• Pool and spa heaters  
• School science laboratories  
• Gas service to outbuildings  
• Gas lamp posts and grills 
 
When working with underground TracPipe® PS-II is to be used, not Counterstrike. 
PS-II installations conform to the underground fuel gas installation requirements 
of: The National Fuel Gas Code NFPA 54, The International Fuel Gas Code, and The 
Uniform Plumbing Code UPC. PS-II should be transitioned back to CSST when back 
above ground. This transition should be no less than 12” from the ground and 
conform to the bend radius chart to the right.  
 
 

Outdoor Installation: 
 

When installed outdoors, the plastic jacketing shall remain intact as much as practical for the given installation. Any 
portions of exposed stainless steel shall be wrapped with self-bonding silicone tape sealing the fitting connection to 
prevent later corrosive attack by acid wash or chloride based compounds. 
 
Also, any rooms with Chlorine present all fittings and exposed stainless must be taped.  
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 CSST and High BTU Application: 
 

In high BTU applications, such as a tankless water heater (199K), it may be better to use a larger size. This is because in 
these applications the gas flowing through smaller diameter piping can cause a whistling noise.  
 
An example of this would be a tankless water heater. ½ Flex Gas Piping can be used but for whistling reasons ¾ is 
advised. Other areas may be commercial water heaters or appliances with high BTU usage. 
 

Counterstrike Certification: 
 

Contractors installing Counterstrike should have an Omega Flex Counterstrike Certification Card. In order to get one of 
these a Contractor needs to attend a short training and pass a 22 question test. Upon completion a Certification Card 
will be given to the Contractor. Anyone who has been certified can administer the test to other people. If you have read 
this far in the flyer please email Brandon to be entered into a drawing for Lee Clothing. 
 
We can have a training set up if there is demand for the class. If so please let me know.  
 

Next Steps and a Couple Questions: 
 

There are many other installation requirements. These are just a few of the more common issues.  
 
The first next step is to learn more. Below is a link to Omega Flex’s actual installation guide that this flyer was heavily 
based on. 
 
http://tracpipe.com/Customer-Content/WWW/CMS/files/TPCS_DesignGuide-AutoSnapdf.pdf 
 
 
TRUE or FALSE: Counterstrike is advised for use underground use. 
TRUE or FALSE: Counterstrike is an exception to bonding and grounding because of its superior jacketing. 
TRUE or FALSE: Striker plates should be used any time CSST support points and points of penetration less than 2 inches 
away from any edge of a stud, joist, plate 

http://tracpipe.com/Customer-Content/WWW/CMS/files/TPCS_DesignGuide-AutoSnapdf.pdf

